


Call for projects 
overview



About
Scale AI 

$5.2G

Projects 
supported

Investments
committed$500M

Partners
involved

100 

Direct value
generated

520 
An investment
and innovation hub 
focused on AI applied 
to supply chains



Goals for 
today’s 
event

Officially launch call for projects

Introduce hospital funding program 
parameters 

Answer your questions 

Create collaboration opportunities 
between hospitals and AI experts 

Meet our future partners
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Help Canadian hospitals in 
leveraging AI to improve operations 

Support the development of AI 
products by Canadian providers 

Promote collaboration across 
hospitals and key AI players in 
Canada

Our ambition 
for this call 
for projects



Context 
and 
background

AI Ecosystem mobilization during 
COVID-19 crisis 

Funding of 8 hospital projects by 
Scale AI 

Additional $10M from Pan-Canadian 
AI Strategy fund

Consultation of previous COVID-19 
project partners



Key 
parameters

Collaboration is core to projects 

Supply chain thematic

Clear impact on quality of care

Solution to be live at project’s end 

Technology beneficial to other hospitals 

Strong buy-in for project within hospital 



Process and 
schedule 

PHASE 1 - ELIGIBILITY
MARCH 27 - MAY 15 2023

Online form + letter of 
intent 

PHASE 2 - SUBMISSION
JUNE 1 - JULY 31 2023

Form on portal

PHASE 3 - SELECTION
AUGUST 1 - SEPT. 30 2023

Scale AI decision
Contract signature

PHASE 4 - DELIVERY
OCT. 1 2023 - DEC. 31 2025

Quarterly reports 



Eligibility 
criteria Project team

Duration

Scope / strategic alignment 

Incrementality

Collaboration

Budget

Feasability



Eligible 
project 
assessment

Strategic alignment 

30%

Team and project 
plan 

25%

Ecosystem impact 

25%
Business impact 

20%



Contract 
and 
delivery

Contracts must be signed on 
September 30, 2023 at the latest

Scale AI will provide contract 
template to all eligible projects 

Project foreground IP to be owned by 
service providers 

Project expenses to be submitted 
after each gate for reimbursement 

Projects must be delivered by 
december 31, 2025 (measured 
impact) 



Expenses 
and costs

Eligible costs funded at 100%

Minimum budget - $500k

Maximum budget - $1.5M in 3 gates:
◆ MVP test ($500k)
◆ Clinical test ($500k)
◆ Deployment ($500k)

Costs incurred in Canada by hospitals
◆ AI service providers
◆ Cloud, software etc.
◆ 1 internal FTE for project management




